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ABSTRACT

Substantial amount of research in Psychology has studied how people manipulate objects in the physical world. This work has unveiled that people show strong signs of prospective motor planning, i.e., they choose initial grasps that avoid uncomfortable end postures and facilitate object manipulation. Interactive tabletops allow their users great flexibility in the manipulation of virtual objects but to our knowledge previous work has never examined whether prospective motor control takes place in this context. To test this, we ran three experiments. We systematically studied how users adapt their grasp when asked to translate and rotate virtual objects on a multitouch tabletop. Our results demonstrate that target position and orientation significantly affect the orientation of finger placement on the object. We analyze our results in the light of the most recent model of planning for manipulating physical objects and identify their implications for the design of tabletop interfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

The manipulation of virtual objects has a central role in interaction with tabletops. For example, users move and rotate documents and pictures around the surface to share them with other users. Graphical designers manipulate information and graphical objects to create new content. Multiple users work collaboratively to create schedules, make decisions, or solve complex problems. In all these scenarios, users interact with their hands and their fingers; they grasp, translate, and rotate virtual documents as they would do with physical objects.

Literature in experimental Psychology contains a large body of work that studies the manipulation of physical objects.

In particular, several experiments have shown that the initial grasp when acquiring an object is influenced by the subsequent planned actions so as to optimize end-state comfort [20]. Research in Human-Computer Interaction has never validated or tested these results, which suggest that we could possibly anticipate people’s intentions as soon as they grab an object and before its actual manipulation starts.

Given that multitouch interaction techniques [5, 12, 28] usually simulate object manipulation in the physical world, we hypothesize that movement planning also takes place when users directly manipulate virtual objects with their hands. If this hypothesis is supported, we could possibly infer information about users’ prospective movement to improve user experience during the manipulation phase. Interface designers could, for example, develop techniques that adapt their graphical layout to improve visual feedback, avoid potential occlusion issues [4, 25] or reduce interference [10] when multiple users interact in close proximity in collaborative settings. We could also derive directions about how to design grips and visual guides to facilitate both the acquisition and the manipulation of virtual objects.

We test this planning hypothesis by observing how people grasp objects prior to moving them to specific positions and orientations on a horizontal screen. We present three experimental studies that examine a simple two-dimensional docking task on the surface of a multitouch tabletop. The first experiment tests translation-only tasks. The second experiment tests rotation-only tasks. Finally, the third experiment examines tasks that combine both translational and rotational movements. The results of all the three experiments confirm the planning hypothesis. They show that the placement of the fingers at acquisition time is influenced by both the initial and the final state (position and orientation) of the virtual object. They also provide valuable information about how users grasp objects at different positions of a multitouch tabletop.

We analyze our results in the light of the Weighted Integration of Multiple Biases model [6], a very recent model in Psychology research. The model helps us to explain how the orientation of a user’s initial grasp is influenced by a combination of several factors or biases, where each bias pulls the grasp orientation towards a certain orientation. We examine how our experimental results conform to this model. Finally, we discuss the design implications of our findings and identify several future directions. Our work focuses on multitouch tabletops but could serve as a framework for studying object manipulation in a larger range of user interfaces, including multitouch mobile devices and tangible interfaces.
how people orient their hand when grasping an object. They revealed that individuals favor initial hand placements that result in end positions that are either comfortable, i.e., optimize end-state comfort [19, 21], or yield the most control [20]. Short and Cauraught have corroborated these results [23]. This type of planning behavior is termed prospective movement control [1].

The above studies have mainly focused on discrete tasks where participants had to choose one of two grasps (e.g., grabbing a cylinder with the thumb up or down). Choosing one grasp yields an uncomfortable end position while the other one a comfortable, hence optimizes end-state comfort. However manipulating physical or user interface objects usually involves more continuous tasks.

Other studies, reviewed by Herbort [6], have examined continuous tasks, in particular rotations of physical knobs for a range of angles. Their results suggest that end-state comfort planning alone cannot sufficiently explain the observed grasp selection in such tasks. Herbort [6] argues that it is unclear how precisely someone can anticipate a final posture of a movement and its associated costs, and therefore, optimal planning may not always be feasible. To account for the various biases that determine a grasp selection, he proposes the Weighted Integration of Multiple Biases (WIMB) model [7]. In its simplest form, the model can be expressed as follows:

\[ p_{\text{initial}} = \frac{w_{\text{anti}} \cdot p_{\text{anti}} + w_{\text{default}} \cdot p_{\text{default}}}{w_{\text{anti}} + w_{\text{default}}} \]  

According to the model, two different biases contribute to the initial grasp orientation \( p_{\text{initial}} \). An anticipatory bias pulls the initial grasp toward a pronated or supinated angular position \( p_{\text{anti}} \), depending on the intended direction of rotation. A second bias pulls the initial grasp toward a preferred task-independent orientation \( p_{\text{default}} \). The contributing weights \( w_{\text{anti}} \) and \( w_{\text{default}} \) of the two biases can vary, for example, depending on the difficulty of the task or the required end precision. The above model can be extended with additional bias terms, such as one that accounts for the effect of previous movements in a sequence of tasks that involve different rotation directions and angles [6].

To the best of our knowledge, HCI research has never validated or tested the above results. The most relevant contribution in this direction belongs to Möllers et al. [15]. They tested the hypotheses of a predecessor and a successor (i.e., a planning) effect on the offset and angle of a touch point in a sequence of pointing tasks. They observed that finger posture is influenced by the previous pointing action but not by the next pointing action. This suggests that prospective control does not occur in this specific pointing case.

GOALS AND APPROACH

Our hypothesis is that movement planning plays a determinant role in tabletop interaction as movements extend to a large space and object manipulation involves the coordination of multiple limbs, often in constrained positions and postures. Our goal was to test this hypothesis but also understand and

RELATED WORK

Manipulating Objects on Multitouch Surfaces

Previous work has studied a range of multitouch gestures for manipulating objects on interactive surfaces. Wu and Balakrishnan [28] defined a set of gestures that make use of both hands and multiple fingers. Among others, they demonstrated how to perform freeform rotations using the thumb and index finger. Moscovitch and Hughes [17] proposed multi-finger interactions that allow users to control a larger number of degrees of freedom to translate, rotate, and deform an object in a single manipulation. Kruger et al. [12], on the other hand, proposed single-touch rotation and translation mechanisms relying on physics-based metaphors for manipulating objects. Hancock et al. have discussed advantages and disadvantages of different rotation and translation techniques [5]. Studies reported in [16, 27] have proposed sets of gestures defined by end-user elicitation methods and concluded that people prefer conceptually and physically simpler gestures than the ones created by HCI researchers. Finally, Hinrichs and Carpendale [8] examined how adults and children naturally interact with tabletops and observed significant variations among gestures of different users.

Discussing the properties of graspable user interfaces, Fitzmaurice and Buxton [3] identify two main phases of interaction: acquisition and manipulation. Although these two phases can be studied separately [3, 24], previous results [9] indicate that manipulation performance may depend on proper acquisition. Multitouch gestures are subject to the physical constraints imposed by the user’s arm, wrist and finger joints. As a result, they can result in joint stress and discomfort. Hoggan et al. [9] studied the extent and comfort of 90° rotational movements at different locations on a horizontal surface starting from different angular postures. Lozano et al. [13] measured muscle activation using electromyography and observed that gestures involving two fingers can result in high levels of muscle activation. They concluded that “multitouch interaction has impact on the entire hand shoulder system and in some cases the impact can be at risk level”.

Planning when Manipulating Physical Objects

How people plan their acquisition and grasp to facilitate movement and optimize comfort has been the focus of a large body of work within the fields of Psychology and Motor Control. This work can be expressed using the notion of orders of planning [18]. Within that system, the last task in a sequence that influences the behavior defines the planning order. First order planning occurs when a grasp is influenced by the immediate task, for example the objects shape. Second order, when the grasp is influenced by the subsequent task, e.g., grasping an object to rotate or translate it to a given position, and so on. Research studying first order planning of grasp have revealed that the kinematics of the hand depend, for example, on the size, orientation, and shape [11, 22] of the object of interest.

Several studies have considered second or higher order planning. Marteniuk et al. [14] showed that the kinematics, i.e., the shape of a grasp, is influenced by the intended use of the object. Rosenbaum and colleagues have extensively studied
describe how planning affects how users grasp virtual objects to facilitate their manipulation.

We conducted three experiments. The experiments tested unconstrained translation and rotation tasks on different locations of a multitouch surface. As opposed to Hoggan et al. [9] who express screen location in $x$ and $y$ coordinates, we use a polar coordinate system and express the location of an object in terms of its distance $r$ and angle $\theta$ with respect to the front-center of the screen, close to where the user stands (see Figure 2). This design configuration was driven from the observation that the orientation of a neutral hand posture changes in circular manner around the user. Although the polar coordinate system presented in Figure 2 is not an accurate representation of the user’s biomechanical coordinate system, it offers a reasonable approximation and simplifies data analysis. As we see later in this paper, our approach allows for better experimental control and a simpler interpretation of the observed grasp orientations. As Hoggan et al. [9], we focus on one-hand two-finger interaction, where objects are grasped and rotated with the thumb and the index finger (Figures 1-2).

Our studies are mostly inspired by the continuous-tasks approach [6, 7] rather than discrete-tasks approach of Rosenbaum et al. [18, 19, 20]. The former is more generic and can describe situations with uncertainty about the final grasp orientation of a movement and the costs associated with a certain object acquisition strategy. In such cases, optimal planning is difficult or even impossible. We analyze our data in the light of the WIMB model [6], which predicts the initial grasp orientation given the anticipatory target-orientation bias and the default task-independent orientation bias (see Equation 1). The WIMB model was based on results from pure rotation tasks with tangible objects. Here, we examine translation in addition to rotation.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHOD**

The task of all the three experiments consists of grasping and moving an object. Each experiment, however, focuses on a different movement component. In Experiment 1, we test a translation task where participants have to change the position of the object while keeping its initial orientation. Experiment 2 involves rotations, requiring participants to change the objects’ orientation but not their position. In Experiment 3, we combine translations and rotations so participants need to both change the position and orientation of the object.

**Apparatus**

The experiments were performed on a 3M Multi-Touch Display C3266P6 with $698.4 \times 392.85$ mm display area, a refresh rate of 120 Hz, and a native resolution of $1920 \times 1080$. The display was placed flat on a table in landscape orientation, resulting in the multitouch surface to be at a height of 95 cm. A digital video camera on a tripod above the display monitored the participant’s hand and arm movements.

The experimental software was developed in Java 2D (JDK 6) and ran on a Macbook Pro 2.66 GHz Intel Core i7 with 4GB memory, running Mac OS X 10.6.8. Touch noise was reduced with a complementary filter.

**Common Task Features**

Figure 1 illustrates a typical scenario for our experimental tasks. In all three experiments the touch display shows a circular start object, which can be moved and rotated, and a static circular target. The start object is green and has a diameter of 60 mm. The target object is red and has a diameter of 70 mm. To start a trial the user presses a touch button at the bottom half of the display. The user has then to grab the start object with the thumb and the index of the right hand and manipulate it to make its position and orientation match the target. The user can freely translate and rotate but not resize the object. Translations follow displacements of the center of the segment connecting the touch points of the two fingers. Rotations follow changes in the angular position of this segment. The orientation of both object and target are indicated by a handle (small open circles). Grasping the start object triggers the appearance of a secondary handle (small
2. The default task-independent grasp orientation \( \phi_{\text{default}} \in [-180^\circ, 180^\circ] \) for each position of the display. To measure it, we only consider trials where \( \text{start} \) and \( \text{target} \) configurations are the same.

We also measure \textit{Error Rate} and the reaction time \( RT \) participants need to plan their grasp before touching the screen.

**Hypotheses**

We hypothesize that \( \phi_{\text{init}} \) is determined by both the \( \text{start} \) and \( \text{target} \) object configurations. We expect that planning will occur for both rotational and translational movements. Since the orientation of ergonomic hand gestures changes along different locations of the tabletop [9], we predict that users will plan appropriately in order to reduce the occurrence of uncomfortable end-postures. Influenced by the WIMB model [6], we hypothesize that \( \phi_{\text{init}} \) will be affected by three factors of postural bias: \( \phi_{\text{default}} \) of the \( \text{start} \) position, \( \phi_{\text{default}} \) of the \( \text{target} \) position, and the object’s angle of rotation \( \beta \).

**EXPERIMENT 1: TRANSLATIONS**

We first tested translation tasks, where participants had to grab and move an object, keeping its initial orientation.

**Participants**

Twelve volunteers (four women and eight men), 23 to 32 years old, participated in the experiment. All were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

**Task and Conditions**

We tested six screen positions for both the \( \text{start} \) and the \( \text{target} \) objects. One was located close to the user, centered on the vertical axis of the display, 35 mm from the front edge. We refer to it as the \( \text{User} \) position. The other five positions were located around the \( \text{User} \) position with an angular position \( \theta_{\text{start}} \) of \(-90^\circ, -45^\circ, 0^\circ, 45^\circ, \) and \( 90^\circ \), and a radial distance of \( r = 314 \text{ mm} \). The \( \text{start} \) and the \( \text{target} \) objects could appear at the same position. In this case, the user should hold the \( \text{start} \) object and keep it inside the target.

To test whether and to what extent planning occurs for translation tasks, there were two main conditions:

\( \text{Known Target} \). The \( \text{target} \) appears with the \( \text{start} \) object at the beginning of the task. Users are aware of the end position of their movements, and therefore, they can plan the orientation of their grasps.

\( \text{Hidden Target} \). This is a control condition. The \( \text{target} \) is initially hidden. It appears after the user acquires the \( \text{start} \) object. Thus, users cannot plan the orientation of their grasp.

**Design**

We followed a within-participants full-factorial design, which can be summarized as follows:

- 12 participants
- \( \times 2 \) Conditions (\( \text{Known}, \text{Hidden Target} \))
- \( \times 2 \) Blocks
- \( \times 6 \) \( \theta_{\text{start}} \) (User, \(-90^\circ, -45^\circ, 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ \))
- \( \times 6 \) \( \theta_{\text{target}} \) (User, \(-90^\circ, -45^\circ, 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ \))
- \( \times 3 \) Replications

= 5184 tasks in total

In addition, participants completed 15 practice tasks for each condition. The order of presentation of the two conditions...
was fully balanced among participants. Start and target positions were randomized within each block. Tasks were grouped by three but in a different way for each condition. In the Known Target condition, groups contained the three replications of the same task, allowing participants to re-plan and possibly revise their grasp orientation. In case of an error, the participant had to restart the task. In the Hidden Target condition, groups contained a random selection of tasks. When an error occurred, the task was not repeated immediately. It was moved to the end of the block and was replaced by the following in the list. This design eliminates planning effects for this condition. Experimental sessions lasted 50 to 60 minutes.

Results

For error comparisons, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. For RT, we conducted a 5-way Repeated Measures (RM) ANOVA with the complete set of factors. For $\phi_{\text{default}}$, we conducted a 3-way ANOVA, where we included only Known Target tasks for which $\theta_{\text{target}}$ was identical to $\theta_{\text{start}}$. Finally, for $\phi_{\text{init}}$, we split our data into three sets:

1. PERIPHERY: The start and target objects are at the periphery of the display.
2. OUTWARD: The start object is close to the user.
3. INWARD: The target object is close to the user.

We conducted a 5-way RM ANOVA for the first set and 4-way RM ANOVAs for the second and third set, as the factors $\theta_{\text{start}}$ and $\theta_{\text{target}}$, respectively, were not relevant for these sets. We only report on main effects and two-factor interactions that are meaningful and relevant to our hypotheses. When possible, we use a 95% confidence interval (CI) [2] to report on the estimated difference between two means.

Errors

Error Rate was 3.6% ($SD = 1.9\%$) and 5.3% ($SD = 3.5\%$) for Known and Hidden targets, respectively. Yet, this difference was not statistically significant ($Z = -1.37, p = .17$). Interestingly, leftward movements, starting from the right half ($45^\circ$, $90^\circ$) and ending to the left half ($-45^\circ$, $-90^\circ$) of the display resulted in more errors than rightward movements ($Z = -3.06, p = .002$). Their error rate was 15.3% ($SD = 7.8\%$) compared to a $3.0\%$ ($SD = 4.0\%$) of the exact opposite movements. We believe that there are two causes of this difference. First, fingers of the right hand may produce more friction when moved leftwards. Second, the right arm is more constrained by the user’s body when moving leftwards. Similarly, we found that outward movements starting close to the user produced more errors than the reverse inward movements ($Z = -2.32, p = .021$), where Error Rate was 6.4% ($SD = 3.8\%$) and 3.5% ($SD = 3.1\%$), respectively. We believe that increased finger friction and movement constraints due to the anatomy can also explain this difference.

Reaction Time

RT was not significantly different between Known and Hidden targets (CI: $[-112\ ms, 15\ ms], p = .12$). However, we found a significant interaction Condition $\times$ Replication ($F_{2,22} = 76.78, p < .001$). Figure 4 presents the estimated mean values. The results suggest that planning only occurred for the first instance of each series of replicated tasks.

Grasp Orientation

$\theta_{\text{start}}$ had a significant effect on the default grasp orientation $\phi_{\text{default}}$ ($F_{2,23.9} = 84.79, p < .001$). Figure 5 presents how $\phi_{\text{default}}$ varied along different angular positions.

PERIPHERY. $\phi_{\text{init}}$ was not significantly different between Known and Hidden targets (CI: $[-9.9^\circ, 2.5^\circ], p = .22$). However, the interaction Condition $\times$ $\theta_{\text{start}}$ was significant ($F_{1,4.44} = 13.25, p < .001$), which indicates a planning effect. We found a significant main effect of both $\theta_{\text{start}}$ ($F_{1,2.12.8} = 71.24, p < .001$) and $\theta_{\text{target}}$ ($F_{1,9.21.0} = 12.83, p < .001$). Surprisingly, Replication did not significantly affect the grasp ($F_{2,22} = 1.51, p = .242$). This seconds our results on response time for Known Target: participants planned their grasp for the first task in the group but did not refine it after. As shown in Figure 6, $\phi_{\text{init}}$ was mainly determined by the start position. The target position contributed less, mainly for target positions at the left half of the display.

INWARD. Again, $\phi_{\text{init}}$ was not significantly different between Known and Hidden targets (CI: $[-5.2^\circ, 2.1^\circ], p = .36$). The effect of $\theta_{\text{start}}$ was significant ($F_{1,6.17.2} = 37.90, p < .001$). However, Condition $\times$ $\theta_{\text{start}}$ was only marginally significant ($F_{12.2,24.5} = 3.15, p = .056$). As shown in Figure 6, planning only occurred as a slight bias towards lower grasp angles for start positions at the right half of the display.

\footnote{When sphericity is violated, the degrees of freedom have been corrected by using Greenhouse-Geisser correction.}

Figure 4. Mean reaction time for each of the three task replications

Figure 5. The default grasp orientation $\phi_{\text{default}}$ at each position $\theta_{\text{start}}$
can be summarized as follows:

Participants performed rotations in two directions $\beta_{\text{dir}} \in \{\text{clockwise, counterclockwise}\}$. Rotations $\beta$ had three levels: 40°, 80°, 120°. As the task did not involve translations, the start and target positions overlapped. We tested the same angular positions $\theta$ as in Experiment 1 but added a closer radial distance $r = 157$ mm. We discarded the "User" position, as rotational movements are uncomfortable when the hand is too close to the body.

Contrary to Experiment 1, the target object was always displayed. Our pilot tests showed that completing the most difficult tasks ($\beta \geq 80^\circ$) with no previous knowledge of the target was hard or impossible.

**Design**

We followed a within-participants full-factorial design, which can be summarized as follows:

12 participants
- 3 Blocks
- 5 $\theta$ (−90°, −45°, 0°, 45°, 90°)
- 2 $r$ (157 mm, 314 mm)
- 2 $\beta_{\text{dir}}$ (clockwise, counterclockwise)
- 3 $\beta$ (40°, 80°, 120°)

= 2160 tasks in total

Prior to the experiment, participants completed 15 practice tasks. The order of tasks within each block was randomized. The experiment took approximately 20 minutes to complete.

**Results**

For error comparisons, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank (2 related samples) or the Friedman test (k related samples). For $RT$ and $\phi_{\text{init}}$, we conducted full 5-way RM ANOVAs.

**Errors**

The angle of rotation $\beta$ had a significant effect on errors ($\chi^2(2) = 11.35, p = .003$). ErrorRate was 3.5% ($SD = 3.7\%$), 2.6% ($SD = 2.4\%$), and 6.4% ($SD = 3.3\%$) for 40°, 80°, and 120°, respectively. Differences were significant between 40° and 120° ($p = .024$) and between 80° and 120° ($p = .013$). ErrorRate was 4.6% ($SD = 3.0\%$) for clockwise and 3.6% ($SD = 2.2\%$) for counterclockwise rotations, but this difference was not significant ($Z = -1.03, p = .31$).

**Reaction Time**

The mean $RT$ was 1057 ms. It was significantly longer (CI: [6 ms, 157 ms], $p = .038$) for clockwise than for counterclockwise rotations. Larger angles also took longer to plan ($F_{2,22} = 20.80, p < .001$). More specifically, 120° rotations took 208 ms (CI: [120 ms, 269 ms]) more than 40° rotations ($p = .001$) and 151 ms (CI: [75 ms, 226 ms]) more than 80° rotations ($p = .003$). Block did not have any significant effect on $RT$ ($F_{2,22} = .51, p = .61$), i.e., no learning occurred.

**Grasp Orientation**

$\phi_{\text{init}}$ was significantly higher for counterclockwise rotations (CI: [21.1°, 27.5°], $p < .001$). The effects of $\beta$ ($F_{1.4,15.2} = 20.76, p < .001$) and the interaction $\beta_{\text{dir}} \times \beta$ ($F_{1.1,12.5} = 50.76, p < .001$) were also significant. As shown in Figure 7, the effect of clockwise rotations was more pronounced. This result is not surprising. It can be explained by the fact that the right range of grasp orientations, which is used for the planning of counterclockwise rotations, is more constrained compared to the the left range of orientations (see Figure 3).
We tested six participants and found that the grasp orientation decreased as the rotation angle increased. Experiment 3 tests how users plan their grasp orientation in preparation to more complex tasks where rotation and translation occur in parallel.

**Experiment 3: Translations and Rotations**

Experiments 1 and 2 showed planning effects for both translations and rotations. Experiment 3 tests how users plan their grasp orientation in preparation to more complex tasks where rotation and translation occur in parallel.

### Participants and Task

This study involved the same participants as Experiment 2. We tested six start and target positions, where $\theta_{\text{start}}$, $\theta_{\text{target}}$ $\in \{-60^\circ, 0^\circ, 60^\circ\}$ and $r_{\text{start}}$, $r_{\text{target}}$ $\in \{157\,\text{mm}, 314\,\text{mm}\}$. In addition to these positions that define the translational movement component, we tested three angles of rotation $\beta$ $\in \{-90^\circ, 0^\circ, 90^\circ\}$.

### Design

We followed a within-participants full-factorial design:

- 12 participants
- $\times 3$ Blocks
- $\times 3$ $\theta_{\text{start}}$ $(-60^\circ, 0^\circ, 60^\circ)$ $\times 2$ $r_{\text{start}}$ (157 mm, 314 mm)
- $\times 3$ $\theta_{\text{target}}$ $(-60^\circ, 0^\circ, 60^\circ)$ $\times 2$ $r_{\text{target}}$ (157 mm, 314 mm)
- $\times 3$ $\beta$ $(-90^\circ, 0^\circ, 90^\circ)$

= 3888 tasks in total

Participants performed 15 practice tasks prior to the experiment. The order of tasks within each block was randomized and the experiment took 30-35 minutes to complete.

### Results

For errors, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank and the Friedman tests. For RT and $\phi_{\text{init}}$, we conducted full 6-way RM ANOVAs. For $\phi_{\text{default}}$, we conducted a 3-way RM ANOVA, where $\theta_{\text{target}} = \theta_{\text{start}}$, $r_{\text{target}} = r_{\text{start}}$, and $\beta = 0$.

**Errors**

$\text{ErrorRate}$ was 5.5\% ($SD = 3.5\%$). As in Experiment 1, leftward movements produced more errors ($Z = -2.10$, $p = .036$). More specifically, $\text{ErrorRate}$ for movements starting from 60° and ending at $-60^\circ$ was 12.0\% ($SD = 11.2\%$) compared to a 4.6\% ($SD = 4.6\%$) for the reverse movements. $\text{ErrorRate}$ for outward and inward movements was 8.7\% ($SD = 7.1\%$) and 4.0\% ($SD = 4.1\%$), respectively, but this difference was not significant ($Z = -1.91$, $p = .056$). Similarly, the effect of the rotation angle $\beta$ was only marginally significant ($\chi^2 = 5.91$, $p = .052$).

**Reaction Time**

The effect of $\beta$ was significant ($F_{2.22} = 11.57$, $p < .001$). Clockwise rotations were again 60 ms longer (CI: [12 ms, 107 ms], $p = .019$) to plan than counterclockwise rotations, increasing RT from 1068 to 1128 ms. The effect of Block was significant ($F_{1.2,13.3} = 8.25$, $p = .01$) for this experiment. The increased task difficulty could explain this result.

**Grasp Orientation**

Figure 8 presents our results for the default grasp orientation $\phi_{\text{default}}$. We found a significant effect of both $\theta_{\text{start}}$ ($F_{1.3,14.0} = 18.24$, $p < .001$) and its interaction $\theta_{\text{start}} \times r_{\text{start}}$ ($F_{2.22} = 7.04$, $p = .004$). As in Experiment 1, $\phi_{\text{default}}$ increases with $\theta_{\text{start}}$. The effect is stronger for distant ($r = 314$ mm) than for close objects ($r = 157$ mm).

We then analyzed the initial grasp orientation $\phi_{\text{init}}$. We found significant effects for $\theta_{\text{start}}$ ($F_{1.3,14.7} = 81.9$, $p < .001$), $r_{\text{start}}$
(F_{1,11} = 26.73, p < .001), and θ_{target} (F_{1,4,15.2} = 27.19, p < .001). The effect of r_{target} was not significant (F_{1,11} = 3.25, p = .099). However, its interaction r_{target} × θ_{target} was significant (F_{2,22} = 8.44, p = .002), as was the interaction r_{start} × θ_{start} (F_{2,5,27.4} = 5.96, p = .004). Overall, grip adaptation was more pronounced for distant positions (r = 314 mm). Figure 9 illustrates these effects. Results are consistent with the findings of Experiment 1. Participants adapted their grasp orientation based on both the start and the target position of their movement. Again, the bias of the start position was stronger than the bias of the target position.

Finally, the effect of the rotation angle β was significant (F_{1,1,11,7} = 61.43, p < .001). As shown in Figure 9, results follow closely results of Experiment 2. Participants anticipated how to adapt their initial grasp despite the translation movement that occurred in parallel with the rotation task. As in Experiment 2, we did not observe any learning effect.

SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS

Our results support our hypothesis, being in accordance with the general principles of Herbolt’s WIMB model for physical objects [6]. Users plan their grasp orientation in preparation for the manipulation of virtual objects. Planning takes place under the influence of several biases that include at least a task-independent preferred bias and an anticipatory bias. When planning is not possible, as in the Hidden target condition of experiment 1, participants adopt the strategy of using a “standard” initial grasp for all target positions (see Figure 6).

In all the three experiments, we found that the initial grasp orientation φ_{init} is influenced by both the start and target configurations. Experiment 1 showed that users adapt their φ_{init} to account for the difference between the start and target value of φ_{default}, which varies across distant angular positions (see Figures 5 and 8). Experiment 2 showed that users adapt their φ_{init} in preparation for rotations so that they do not end up in uncomfortable positions. Experiment 3 examined both translations and rotations and showed that both of the above effects occur in parallel, with planning for rotations having a stronger effect. Finally, we observed that in special cases the start and target configurations are not the only factors to affect grasp orientation. In Experiment 1, Outward tasks, participants used noticeably different planning strategies for the −45° target position, demonstrated by the large confidence interval of φ_{init} (see Figure 6). Some participants chose to “push” the object with a positive φ_{init} while others preferred to “pull” it using a negative φ_{init}. This suggests that in some situations, different planning strategies can be appropriate for the same task. We plan to further investigate this observation in future work.

As the studies reviewed by Herbolt [6] considered only rotational tasks, we can check if our results of rotations fit the same formal model. Figure 10 presents the results of Experiment 2 through WIMB’s mathematical formulation (see Equation 1) for r = 317 mm. We have normalized the initial and default grasp orientations by setting p_{init} = φ_{init} − φ_{default} and p_{default} = 0, where the default orientations φ_{default} are the values measured by Experiment 1. Following Herbolt’s [6] approach, we examine clockwise and counterclockwise rotations separately. Our results are consistent with previous results on the manipulation of physical objects, summarized in his survey. As WIMB predicts, we observe that users tend to compensate small angles proportionally more than large ones. We also observe that the effect of the anticipatory bias is stronger for clockwise rotations. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that the range of motion is smaller in clockwise than counter-clockwise direction at most screen positions (see Figure 3). When a task involves a clockwise rotation, participants are required to do a larger (than if the task was a counter-clockwise rotation) preparatory rotation in the opposite direction to avoid uncomfortable or even impossible hand and arm positions. This asymmetry in movement direction may also explain why we observe a longer planning time (i.e., reaction time) for clockwise rotations in Experiments 2 and 3.

![Figure 9. Experiment 3: Effects of the rotation angle β, the start position θ_{start} and the target position θ_{target} on the grip orientation φ_{init}](image)

![Figure 10. The WIMB model for Experiment 2, when r = 314 mm. We assume that p_{default} = 0. The empty circles show the results of Experiment 3 for simple only rotations.](image)
Finally, we found that clockwise rotations were more error prone than counterclockwise rotations. These results are in agreement with the results of Hoggan et al. [9] who concluded that performance is significantly inferior for clockwise rotations. The planning effect we observe in our experiment seems to be at odds with those of Möllers et al. [15], which did not observe prospective planning in a sequential pointing task on a multi-touch screen. However, looking closer at their task, we can see that comfort plays a minor role while start and target finger orientations are not constrained by each other. We suspect that movement planning in this case adds cognitive overhead without necessarily aiding the task.

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our results open a new space for innovation with design implications for several application scenarios. First, they can inform the design of the form and affordances of virtual objects around a tabletop. Different surface positions are associated with different ranges of motion and different default grasps. Designers can make use of this information to appropriately position objects on the surface or design grips and interaction techniques that facilitate grasping (Figure 11-c).

Getting knowledge about the planned movement early enough when the user acquires an object can be also valuable for improving user experience during its manipulation. We are particularly interested in exploring the design of new occlusion-aware techniques [4, 25]. Enhancing existing hand-occlusion models for multitouch [25] with a movement-planning model could possibly provide more reliable estimation about the occluded areas at acquisition time or during manipulation. Such information could be useful for optimizing the display of feedback and visual content at visible locations of the screen. It could be also useful for improving motor control, e.g., by avoiding object snapping around positions that are away from predicted targets. We do not encourage designs that make blind use of such predictions, as this could be the source of user frustration in case of false predictions. Figure 11 illustrates a simple scenario where movement planning is used to optimize visual feedback and reduce hand occlusion.

Our results could be also useful in collaborative scenarios where spatial interference and conflicts between the actions of collaborators are frequent [10]. We can foresee conflict-resolution techniques that make use of information about prospective movement. In addition, when users organize pieces of information collaboratively, the system could detect potential relationships between objects located in different personal workspaces and assist users with appropriate visual feedback. For example, it could display handles around an object that suggest a grasp and thus a specific movement that would bring this object close to other related ones.

Finally, we are interested in studying the role of movement planning for other multitouch devices, such as tablets, especially in connection with how users grasp and hold them [26]. Future work also needs to explore its implications for tangible user interfaces, where grasping and acquisition are determinants of user performance [3, 24].

CONCLUSION

Translational and rotational tasks are manipulations commonly performed on multitouch tabletops. We have investigated whether prospective planning is present when people perform such manipulations. We have shown that users choose a grasp orientation that is influenced by three factors: (1) a preferred orientation defined by the start object position, (2) a preferred orientation defined by the target object position, and (3) the anticipated object rotation. We have examined these results in the view of the WIMB model, which has been recently introduced by Herbort [6] to explain planning for the manipulation of physical objects. We have shown that our results are consistent with the WIMB model.

We have also shown that relative to the geometry of the tabletop, upwards, leftwards movements and clockwise rotations are more difficult for users to perform. While the effects of planning on interaction with multitouch interfaces are not yet fully understood, our results provide a first look at a phenomenon that should be taken into account when designing tabletop applications.
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